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The story

Thomas the raccoon is involved in an 

important and thrilling mission: 

he has to rescue his lovely friends 

from the clutches of some big bad wolves. 

For this reason, our little hero will have 

to make his way through the woods avoiding 

dangers and obstacles. 

Will you help him?



Enemies

■ Tree. Despite it may seem harmless,

you will be eaten by it if you get too close.

■ Chameleon. If one of them see you, it

will dart at you without thinking twice.

■ Bird. It will not seek you, but you should

not stand in its way.

■ Wolf. It is peacefully sleeping, but if you

wake it up, it will start to hunt you until you

get away.



Levels

The game is divided in 4 areas, at the end of each one of them you can find

one of your friends. To get to them you will have to overcome 15 rooms full

of enemies in each area.



Controls

[O] - Left

[P] - Right

Of course you can also use the joystick!

[Q] - Up

[A] - Down

[SPACE] - Shoot

[1] - Start/Restart

Keyboard:

It is possible to stop the music using [S]



Load the game

Use |DISC or |TAPE commands to access your unit.

Cassette: Type RUN", press RETURN and follow the instructions.

Disc: Type RUN"disc, press RETURN and follow the instructions.



30th anniversary Astro Marine Corps

To commemorate the 30th anniversary of Astro Marine Corps we have
included a reference related to what happens when a plant eats you.



Tips

■ To complete the game, you need to rescue all of your friends.

■ Be careful with chameleons, they will go after you no matter
how far you are. The walls will stop them but they will always
know where you are.

■ Even if you think it may be better to shoot
your enemies, sometimes it is better to avoid them.



Don’t forget to enjoy the game!
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